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LifeCode #1 | powder

Unique complex "LifeCode # 1 | powder" is a combination of extract
from Malaysian herbs and plants with the most advanced German
production technologies, without the add of preservatives.

"LifeCode # 1 | powder" contributes to:

- restoration of cells (especially nerve-cells) of the human body;
- protection of the body's DNA code from aggressive viruses;
- increase immunity;
- normalization of blood content;
- saturation of the body with nutrients and antioxidants;
- optimization of biochemical reactions and bio-regulatory processes;
- rejuvenation of body cells, restoration of all organs and systems;
- enrichment of tissues with oxygen;
- relieve fatigue, improve sleep, memory;
- normalization of appetite;
- increase efficiency.

Efficiency, naturalness and safety – these are three key words on
which the functionality of "LifeCode # 1 | powder"

Of course, we are not a pharmaceutical corporation rich enough to organize tens of billions of dollars worth

of years of testing, we have to go a different way – we use all the knowledge and experience of humanity in

various fields of science, including mathematics and cybernetics.

Especially cybernetics, as management sciences, with the search for laws common to the living and non–

living world.

We also comprehend, taking into account our knowledge and possibilities,

the experience of ancient Eastern healers, who, not knowing modern chemistry

and physics, made reliable conclusions from many years and even

centuries–old observations.
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https://volksgrun.com/LifeCode/
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Some, while very small, part of this untold wealth we try to realize in our preparations.

What are our search principles:

Logical reasonableness. Plants are probably older living organisms than humans. And those who survived in

the process of natural selection must have in their arsenal of mechanisms and substances that resist different

diseases. This is especially true for tropical hot climate plants and high mountain plants with low atmospheric

pressure, where the likelihood of disease affecting the body is particularly high, heat or lack of oxygen –

these are factors that weaken the body, and it needs to produce some kind of protective mechanisms to

survive.

Which ones – we don't know – are the subject of our research, but what exactly does make sense for

research – we know perfectly well.

Naturality. – By using exceptionally safe plants, we completely prevent possible harm to the body. All we

need to know is that this plant survives in an aggressive environment, where it has its own viruses against the

plants, and if it can fight them, then it has immunity, and we can use this property in our preparations.

An understanding of the physics of viral diseases. We treat infections, including viral diseases, in a balanced

and calm way and create our medicines according to the principles of "small effects with persistence".

The fact is that bacteria and the virus do not live well in this world either. They want to kill first of all their own

immunity of a human being, and secondly – elementary lack of chemical compounds necessary for their life

and reproduction. And we understand that often it is enough for us to reduce by several percent the

probability of the virus to give birth – how its mortality will exceed the speed of reproduction, and the

disease will fade as if by itself. And often it won't even develop, so it'll be suppressed in the early stages.

For this purpose, in particular, we attract the property of plants to detect pathogenic microorganisms and to

produce, when detected, specific substances – signals which are the same for all living things, and which

awaken the human immune system at an earlier stage – when there are not so many of these viruses in the

body, and they are easier to cope with.

Our dosage forms are safe because they are natural herbal products that cannot be harmed. They are

available in a convenient form – as capsules and sprays – for wetting the oral mucosa, with the intake of

active substances through the mucosa.
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